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preface

This presentation is an application of optimal corntrel

K theory to determine approximations of the angle-of-attack

history that maximizes the range of A typical air-to-surface

missile 'tr "jectory. I attempted to approach the problen. as

simply and as practically as, possible, thus hoping to en-

hance further the use of optimal control techniques by the

'practical engineering world.

I wish to express my &ppreciation to my sponsor,, James

P. McCarthy, Aerospace. Engineer, Aer6nautical Systems

Division and my, advisor, Lt. Col. 'R. A. Hbnnen, for their"

guidance and helpful suggsestions in prepaking this paper.

I "wnuld' also like to express my appreciation to Capt.

F: Thomas E. Moriarty , Guidance and Control Engineer, Aeronau-

tical Systems Division, for his efforts in getting me inter-

•estedA in the problem, aid' my ex-neighbor, Lt. Steve Faught,

formerly of the Digital Cbmiputation 'Division of the Aeronau-

tical Systems Division, for his help in writing the "Cal-

comp" computer program usedr to make the graphs in this

presentation.
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0 - quoti\ent of the inner products of the gradient of
4 the (1+i)th iteration and the ith iteration

CDo - parasite drag coefficient

CL  - lift curve slope coefficient at trimmed flight
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At time inte rVai of the Runge-Kutta integration
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Hi - Hamiltonian
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Hu - the gradient

Isp  - specific impulse (seconds)

J - the objective ,(fti or mi)

K - first guess of the- k-parameter,

k - the parameter used: to adjust the control variable
per iteration

L - lift (pounds)

f -~ adjoint state

M Mach number

x - mass of the Vehicle (,slugs)
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mp - mass of the missile propeilant (slugs)

p - conjugate gradient search direc~tion

q - dynamic pressure (slugs/(ft-sec
2))

R -- penalty weiglhting fitnction (ft/sec or ini/sec)

-. range:of the missilo (ft or mi)

- radius of the earth (ft)

density (slugs/ft0)

S - reference surface area (ft2 )

t - time (seconds)

t f fixed final time (seconds)

6 - pitch angle

V - velocity of the missile (ft/sec)

V - speed of sound (ft/sec)

Wp - weight of the missile propellant (,].ounds)

M - initiod -weight of the missile (pounds)

-x - state variable
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Abstract

Poniryagin's, Maximum Principle, coupled with the con-

jugate gradient iterative technique, is eiployed in deter-

mtning estimates of the two-dimensional, maximum r ange

trajectory of an air-tosurface missile. Angle of attack

is tised as the coni;r6l parameter.

The jtotion of the vehicle is described by four state

equations includiAg stindard atmospheric data, and lift and

drag data obtained: from wind tunnel test. In the adjoint

equations Lagrangian differentiation formulas are used to

approximate .the derivatives of lift and drag with respect

to velocity and altitude.

Two quadratic cost functions are investigated--one

involving ,a linear range term and the, other a quadratic

term. Both include a quadratic penalty function involving

a, weighting function and tk6 square ,of the ,control.

.LA

) . . .. .
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RANGE MAXIMIZATION OF AN AIR-TO-SURFACE MISSILE

I. Introduction

Maximizing the range cf currently operating air-t&-;

surface missiles, thus giving the launch vehicle more

escape time and/or distance, is one probIem that is of

particular interest to the U.S.A.F. Despite the current

activity in applying optimal contrvl techniques tc missile

trajectory problems, little has been done in applying such

techniques to practical air-to-surface missile problems.

This paper treats the use of such a technique in maximizing

the range of a typical, two dimensional, air-to-surface

missile trajectot.

The conjugate gradient method is the iterative tach-

nique used in this investigation. It. is chosen because of

the speed in which it convergesi and the relative ease in

setting up the problem and including control constraints.

The major shortcoming of this-method is that either the:

final time imu.st be known or time must be treated as a state

variable and another monotonely increasing va'iable, whose

final value is. known, used as the independent variable in

the state and adjoint state equations. In this problem

time and range are the only .monotonely increasing variables,

and neither end condition Is known. Therefore, time 'is used

as the independent variable and "educated guesses" are made

1.
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on the final time. These "educated guesses" are actualiy

obtained by first simulating traje6tories of constarnt con-

trol histories and then making c6rrections as more informa!

tionis obtained from analysis.

The control variable is the angle of attack which de-

termifnes the thrust vector anid the aerodynamic forces act-

ing on the missile, thus determining the range of the tra-

jectory. The an& 'e of attack is a very practical control

variable since it can be measured and controlled fairly

-easily-, and its derivatives are -not present in the state or

adjoint state equations. A control -constraint in the form

of a penalty function is used in this presentation. This

constraint insures that the pitch rate of the vehicle re.

mains small by limiting the angle of attack. Also, limit-

ing the angle of attack insures that the vehicle operates

in the linear regions of the lift and. drag coefficieen

curves.

listing of the digital computer program, including

appropriate comments, is included in this paper. To avoid

storing the atmospheric and aerodynamic data -on tapes ,

polynomial least squares curve fits of the data are used.

This defilitely shortens the -a6unt of compater' time

reqvired for each iteieation and reduces 'the amount of

necessary storage. Thb fourth order Runge.:Kutta formula is

used to integrate the state and adjoint state equations,

while the expanded Simpson's formula is used to integrate

%2

-.
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the penalty function.

Of interest in all such missile problems it the evAlu-

ation of the adjoint state equations, which requires find-

ing the partial derivatives of lift and drag with respect

to the state variables, velocity and altitude. In deriving

these derivatives it is assumed that (1) the vehicle is op-

-erating in the linear regions of the lift and .drag coeffi,-

cient curves, and (2) the parasite drag coefficient is inde-

pendent of' atmospheric density. Lagrangian five-point dif-

ferentiation formulas are used to estimate the derivatives

[ I .. 1of atmospheric and aerodynamic data.

' Chapter II treats the non-linear equations of motion

of the missile. Chapter III theh formulates the optimal

control equations using the plant equations of Chapter II

r a nd P6ntryagin's Maximum Principle. The aerodynamic deriv-

[.tives .used in the adjoint equations are derived in Chapter'
IV, which is included especially for control engineers. A

The conjugate gradient technique is presented 'in Chapter V.

'The results, conclusions, and recommendations are presented

An Chapters' VI, VII, and VIII respectively.

'4

3
1 ,
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II. Equations o ' Motion

In forming the equations of. motion, the missile i1s

treated as a variable point mnss acted upon by t hrts't,

p gr.vity,, lift, ahd drag. Since the range of the missile

is& comparatively short, the earth is considered flat, and,

the effects of the earth's rotational tate are neglected,.

..... ..._ .. The reference coordinate:

system has its x-axis

a-long the- ,.rface of thd

•-flat earth, its y-axis

vertical, and its origin

below the point of initial

Fig. 1. Free body Diagram thrust. Fig. I depicts
of Missile

the free body diagram of

the missil6. The fixed

x!y coordinate system is the reference coordinate system

translated only, such that the missile is located at the

origin. The motion measured in the x-y coordinate system

is the sane as the motion measured in the reference system.

The equations of motion are:

. ~OA F, = cat, ) - j,I- m s•.itd r)
,.(,) >, L. -fl6 cos(r) + F M CO(S)

SVsiM()

-i--' g ,~) .
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[where

(;D - -

Appendix B contains a discussion and. analysjs of 7qs (2)

and '(3).

The state va'iables are defined as

1 x= (5)

where all the variables are functions of time.

Thrust and' Mass

Thrust can be .written ,as a function of time.- Fig., 2

is a graph of thrust versus time. The specific impulse

I (Ref 10: 152) is, defined in Eq ('6) as
sp

I eiht-Thrust (F)

sp weight rate flow of the propellants '(W) (6)

where

UsIng ,Eqs (6) and '(7)', the mass of the missile can be

S..ten-As t (8)

5

It --
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whare _14 is the initial value of Mi P pecif ically
( 4):: W ('0

where V,,is the Initial weight of the, rocket. Fig.- is a

- graph of in versus time. For this particular missile

is 300. (lbO and I is 240 '(see).

Equattions of thrust and mass as functions of time ard

located in the computer pro., anw(Appendix A),,
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III. i1'ormulation, of the Optia). Control Etol~pjg

Cost Funotion

11The 'first 6onsi.deration it the cost orbJecti've

functioni which must be re~alized before te optima1 control

problem can be. set up. The most, obvious dpst function's are

and (10)

-since, the objective uf this investgation is to makimize

rlange. -However, as w1-ll be discu§6ed in Chapter V, some

AL ~ penalty on bont3 ol Jis needed. Therefo.±,e

0

-are -used.

Max. u1 PrinciDle. kecesgary Conditions

It is desired to maximize J subject to

where Eq (12-)' represents Eq (1). For this problem the
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necess'axy conditions of P.,1itrails Mlaximum Principle are

feI) lit 0

w here 
F C0 5

+ F 5i&)-f9 csxO]+

V~~I ± aX0~

9 s IV(XX) - A~ 4-0 3vx)-3

xjl

0

loml

VI ~~~ J--- -
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Using necessary conditions (1), (2), and (3),, it can be

showm that

--- CON~ -t(13')t

where the Hamiltonian is not a function of time on the

optimal trajectory. (Note:, in this prob]'em the Iamil.tonian

is not a fu ntion of timie where thrust is constant.)

Boundary Conditions

The specified boundary conditions are

; 0

(o 0 "

All other final conditions inc:xudrLng final time are

unspec:f'ied.- To a'void adding ,another penalty term to th~e

cost Lunctioi the only end condition x3'(tf) = 0 is relaxed:.

Necssary condition (4) is Used to ,der.ie the end

F eonditibns ,of the costat.es:,

4
\--? (15)

Ell~

.W 
_ qq ~ 1-•.
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IV.' Aerodynamic Derivatives

In order to solve the costate equations, it is

necessary to find the partial derivati-ves of lift and drag

mith respect to velocity and altitude. (In the i equation

lift is divided by velocity,.) Using ?qs (2) and (3)

L c L -O~ X, C

__ I-____ CLW(

'where C and C are functions of Via ch number. Since Mach

nutber is a function of velocity and altitudei and atmos-

pheric denslty is a function of altitude, (Ref 4: 477)

- -I~I - amn JX,

)X 3 3

- 4
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J daC/EB-/?0-5

.whee

- - 0 (18)

I -~This assumption implies that parasite drag is directly pro-
portional to atmospheric density if Velocity is constant.

Wiinnn~an~.&~htte~~s ave sl'own-thjatthis ass~xp

tion ks, valid.

By definition Mach number is the rat:o of the true air

speed to the ,speed of sound, therefore

s ('19)
Vs

where V5 is- a function of altitude. Substituting Eq (19)-

into Eq (17),

Cpt, CPO

c -

r X

L ~13. -
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Curve Fitting Data

!A set of' equations approximating atmospheric density

(Ref 2: 15) ate available in the computer program

(Appendix A). Fig. 4 is a graph of density versus altitude.

Vs , CDo and C L -were approximiated by using the piecetqise,

polynomial, least-squares, curve-fit method (Appendix D).

Tne curve fits are giaphed in Figs. 5, 6, and 7. The

curves with ,the asterisk are the curve fits; the ,urVes

without the bsterisk represent the given data points.

Data for the -speed of' sound were obtained from Ref(8: 49.

CDo and CL,,,c data were obtained from wind tunnel test '.

Table I shows the ,maximum 'deviation in percent between the!

ordinate of the given data points and those of the curve

fit. The curve fit polynomial equations are also located

- -in the "computer program (Appendix A).

Table I,
Errors -In Curve Fits

Dependent Maximum Deviation Value of the

Function in Per Cent Abscissa

Vs .18 1 3.5, X 'lO (ft)

cL  13 3 (Mach No.)

CDo 2.1 1 (Mach No.)

,Differ.entilating the Data curves

In, order to solve Eq (20) and then. Eq (Ik), it is

necessary to find the part'ial derivatives of Vs and e with

respect to altit)ade, and those of and C wtth respect

14

If t
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to Mach number. An approximation of' these derivatives is

obtained by P,-ing the average of a- set of five, five-poifit,,

Lagrangian differentiation formulas. A derivation of the

formulas is located in Appendix C. The approximations for

the errors in the tormula. are assumed negl ,Sible.

It is now possible, to solve Eq (l) if the velocity

and altitude of the vehicle are ktnwn.

K

V<

- , -1

-o (

- -C, **
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V.. The Conjugate Gradient Technique

Now that the optimal control pro lem hasb been

formulated, some iterative technique must be used to solve

it. In this paper the conjugate gradient method' '(Ref 7): is

used In general this method 1s able to, converge quickly.

to a near optimal solution fromi -poor initial ,guesses on

coktrol.

The onA:_a4te Gradient Algorithm

(1) Choose and arbitraryo(

(2) Set P = HU(o) where i = 0
0 0

F(3) Find ki such that J(oi + kipi) is maximized

with respect to ki

(4) Set A + k

(5) Set Hui+1  Hu(ci I )

'(') Test the gradient for 6onvergence; if there is

convergence,, stop.

(7) Set Ku+..ui/K i Hu>,(inner jproduct)
(8), set i+ = Hui+l -fiP

(9) Repeat starting with Step (3).

It is desired to find oi+1 such that Hui+1 is zero-f or

all time., Because this problem is non-linear- and non-

quadratic, the 6ohjugate ,gradient me-thod does not find the,

optimal control in five iterations. iherefore, it is

necessary to set some arbitrary tolerance on convergence

and/or stop the program using some ..other condition such as

the number of iterati-ons or cbmputer execute time. (The

gradient in Step (7) is treated as an n by 1 vector where

20
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tfn = + .

The Linear K-SearclV"A). orithn

i The linear K-search is 'the method. i.sed to perform

Step (3) of the oonJ igate gradient algorithm. It is

assumed that J is a, linear fundtioni of 4, and therefIore,

/ i- piTHu(di+kP) In this problem J it definitely
- ki 

-

not a linear function of it, .ut it is, assumed that p i s

a good approkimation of ,.

Let- 2 {" ( -)." - and

,conisder pj and Hui n by, 1 vectors.

, (l) 'Init-al guess of ki

(i-) "Let K = 5K/if 'Oi4K'<4(p pT)-

(ii) Let K (piTp) if' K is elsewhere

(2) Ehvaluate J(ai+nKpi) where (n=0,I,2,4,8,... ab')

and piHu(+bK 1)-O4,; ther .Vfore aKdkibK
(''Interpolating ki

(C.

£[.. -- -

C,

• :7--
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(ii) Set 411 =Oei + k: ".fa J) and

Ji., J (k)

(iii) If neither J(a) 'ncz- "a) is less than

J(ki), return to 2) using n a +

b-aj where (3J = i, ...-j b/- .•5) and

ciIKG ki< l(K

w!) With the, exception of Step (3.a, this line ar search

is the linear search method of Flet her and Reeves (Ref 3).

The equivalence t6 Step (3iii) in F~e..her and Reeves

divides the 'interval inito two subinte:-vzls at ki and tests

the sign of J(k.) to determine which -.-initerval to use in

,Step (3-i). The F.,6etcher and Reeve, r -:hod is lcss cumber-

some, but Sf ep (3-iii) seemed more re1lble in this

problem.

-r- .. .. 2 2.
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Vi. -Results- and Discussions

Thie maximum range obtained in this investigation is

sensitive to the guesses of the fixed final time,, the

weight 4-ng function R, and initial oontrol. The (selection

6f valihes for these three parameters determines whether a

local or global maximum range is obtained., A tria1- and-

error method is perhaps the only way of' etermining

reasonable estimates fo3x the optimal values of' these

parameterse

The Final TimeF -Some idea of the~ values for thc fixed final time wvas

obtained by computing; trajectories with constant -ahgles of

attack. The' valueszused were 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2

radisr).. Judging, from 'fheir impact time, it was de~idod' to

work With tf = 300 ecoAqIs.

The Veihtinp, Function

In order to get.-some idea of the best magnitude of the

weighting function, conjugate gradient cmue us ~r

made with R and o(C equal to. zero f or all -time, aind t, equal

to various values abov-e 30seconds. in general th'ese runs

were unstable, i.e.,, on many iteration~s cont=,A w6uild

greatly exceed 20, the f light path ankle would conf.'Inuously

increasee and/or the range would be negative. However, on

the more-stable runs the values of the gradient gave an
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t.ndication for the necessary magnitude of R. For cost

Jl ) the gradient hat magnitudes around 104 and 105
-1 12

(10 and TO12)" during thrust.ng, while during glide the,

magiitudes were around 103(101) and lower. Also, the angle

of attack would exceed 200 during thrustingi specifically

duing tihe first 10 to 15 seconds,, and as expected' would

remain well below 200 during glide. In order for the

penalty function to have some &ffect on the gradient during

thrust, the magnitude of R 'would have to be comparable to

that of the gradient. The functi'6n used in this -presenta-

tion was

'I- ~ - IH t4J ~and(21:)

where R 0 i, some number in the neighborhood of 10 4 and 05,

u(t) is the -unit step function and tr is the approcimate

'complete burnout time of 30°00 seconds. (In the foilowing

discussions tr will take on different values.)

The Initial Guess, on Control

Once some idea of the magnitude0' of R arid tf had been

obtained, the ,next step involved check-ing the sensitvi'ty

of the conjugate gradient method to,,various initial giesses

on control- Four guesses (0.0, 0.J1 0.15, and 0.2 radian

for all time) were tested by using J1 and varying R and't

until what appeared to be, the best sample runs for each of

the four Values was obtained. On the. basis of the sample

runs 0 015 radian appeared to be the best choice.

%0
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Howeveki each of the four guesses had one major fault: the-

conjugate gradient method did very little in optimizing

control as time approaehed t f, consequently, at final time

large negative flight path angles were obtained. Therefore,

the initial guess on-control was chosen to be

'<;

0 =.U' (22)

was incre sed linearly as time approached tf so that

t(tf)' would be increased, thus icreaslng range. The time

of 315 seconds was chosen in Eq (2), ,because in that

neighborhood the flight path angla reached critical nega-

tive values. It must be mentioned that marny other functions

for c4o where t > 315 seconds could have, been used, and even

the use of t- 315 seconds as the bi eak point is questiDon-

able.

-Results of' Sample Computer Runs

UJsing Ji' Eqs, (22), (21), and the intervals 1 0x 104

J1o l. x 106 ant d0 t 30 saraple runs, were made to

determine smaller intervals for R' and t£. If the run were

unstable; then Ro,.as increased by an ambunt that was some-

what proportional to the amount of instability. If the

altitude at time tf .were large, then tf was increased so as

to decrease h(tf). Table II on the ext page depicts the

results of some of the mote significant runs. In the tabl-e,

1. 25
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a sample- run was one with a computer-execute-time limit -of

four or' five minutes, These runs were Used to determine if

a 'complete run using the sampled-guesses was warranted,. A

.1 *
'  complete run was forty-one conjugate gradient iterations.

Using the above procedure the intervals were narrowed

to 4. 5 x 105 R 9 x 105 and 360'. t o! 380. Runs (1)

through (8) of Table II depict the results obtained using

Ro and tf within those intervals. Run (1) obtained the

maximum range, however, it was .unstable and the gradient of

the maximum-range trajectory was very large. Runs (2)

through (8) were attempts to stabiolize the method and hope-

fully increase the -maximum range obtained. In these runs

stability was obtained, however, the; range obtained in Run

(l ) was never equaled or improved and very little improve-

ment was made on the, gradient. Also, varying tf did very

little to.-improve range maximization. In fact Run, (3) with

tf = 360 seconds was never improved as t was increased.

Therefore, all succeeding runs were made with tf 360

seconds.

'The next step involved decreasing tr over the interval

5.0 - tr @ 30, while varying R0 over the interval I x l05 L

Ro 0 8 x lO' . The best results were, Runs (9) jand (10)

where. the maximi range obtained was 143.76 miles. Still

the gradient was, iarge during, thrust. ,At this point in- the

investigaticn it was discovered that the masg of the 'vehicle

1-. 27
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was being treated as a functionof altitude, i.e., in the

computer program "g" of Eq (4) was also being used as "60,

of Eq (9) Although this error bffect6d the range of the

trajectory by tenths of a mile, the valu& of the, best R0 was

greatly affected. A comparison, of Runs (9) and (11) gives

an indication ,of the affects of the correction. Runs (11),

through (14) used the correct value for' "g ".
0-

Usinga modified history of the control obtained in Run

(9) as- the initial guess (this control affectled a range of

143.26 mkiles,: t = 360 sec.Y -various runs were- madl in an

attempt to improve the range. Runs (12) through (14) are

samples bf those runs. Because of the results of Runs (2)

through (8), no complete runs were made and t = 10 seconds.

*was used. As ,can be seen very little improvement was made

on the maximum range. -Further, the gradient was not

improved.

At this pdint it was decided to use J2, and the control

history obtained in Run (14) as the initial guess on con-

trol. A graph of this control history is depicted in Fig.

8. Using tf = 360 seconds, R was varied from 0.1 X 1012

to 0.1 X10 1 using the same scheme that was used with Jl"

No improvement on the range was obtained. Most of the runis

were unstable; however, the more stable runs were unable to

search effectively in the increasing range direction. Con-

sequently., the conjugate gradient approach was abandoned

even though the, ptimal trajectory had not been obtained.

28'
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--wio Modifications

Using the control history of Run (14), two modifica-

tions were made -- (1) different constant control Values

,were simulated for the time region t > 65 seconds, and (2),

the conventional ,technique of flying the minimum drag-to-

lift-ratio trajectory during glide was simulated. As a

result the trAjectory was improved. The control history of
b

Rn -(14) obtained a total range of 147.64 miles at t =

385.,73 seconds (control was held constant ,at .1.460 after

t = 360 secqpds'). In modification one, v = 0.2, 0.22-5,

0.25, and 0.275 radian were used. ( = 0.25 obtained the

best range -- '16.79 miles at t 450 seconds.

The necessary c6nditi6n for modifioation tWo is thaat

(23)

Substituting Eqs (2) and (3)' into Eq (23),

(24)

wherectLD satisfies ,Eq (23)'. Using the trajectory obtained,

in modification one and a ='c< LD, two trajectories ivere

simulated -- the fii:st ubed 0.= 0(LD for all of the gl'ide,

and, the secoid used it for t > 65 ,seconds. 'The best range

obtained was 154.27 mi.es where,a =9LD for t > 65 secod'.

The Best Trajectory Obtained

The best. control. history (Fig. 9.) in this inest.ga

t-on obtained a raige of 156.9 miles. This history is

30
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0
well within the jimiait of 20 sifice its maximum point is

16.91. The control programs of runs in Table II that

reached at lcast li0O miles had the same general shape. Those

traJectories that fe.1 bel.ow i0 miles had control hist6rles

with lrer minium values; donsequently, higher ltitudes.

were obta;,ned.- As expected the range is very sensitive to

the angic of attack during thrust and slightly thereafter.

Figs. 10i 21,, 12, 1:3 and 14 are graphs of %he state,

variables. Fig. 14 includes a graph of the pitch angle e.

Fig. 15 is a graph of the -pitch xate.. The maximum acceler-

ation, 4.37g, end the maximum pitch rite, 0.,L, 7 rad/sec2

occur around 20 seconds. Boti values are quite c6lerable

for ,equipment design purposes. iThe pitch angle at final

time ,is equal to -2.64 ° aid remains ,within -3.7 ° anid -2.25 °

for the last 50 seconds bf flight. This is quite adequate

for line-of-sight and line- 6f -sight iage steering. The

velcocity at impact 'ia" sMach 0.6.

Figs. 16- and: 17 are graphs of the gradicnt and the Ham-

i tonimn. Both girphs indicate that the optimal trajectory

has not beon obtained.. Note that ,as ,time approaches Pina.

'time the gradient is small and the He. iltonlian is almost

constant. These facts indic ste the reason that the conju-

gate gradient method ,s inactive in thi region. Also evi-

dent is the influence Of the interval, 19.441 t 30.35,

where the Hamiltonian is a function of time. In these

graphs R = 0.

36
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VII -Conclusions

A cost function including an integral penalty function

" to constrain control can be used to obtain, an approxiniationi

of the range-maxi mizing, angle-of-attack control history of

an air.-tc-surface missile trajectory using non-linear equa-,

tions of motion and the conjugat, gradient method.

The major shortcoming is 'the necessity-of having t6

guess values for the weighting on the penalty function, the

ihitial guess on control, and the final. time. The h.aximum

range obtained 'is greatly dependent upon these guesses.

Another shoftcoming is the inability of the method to opti-

mize control as i.ime approacies the guessed final time.

Fina1liy, the most obvious drawback Is that the exact 6pti-

- 'mal trajector', is not obtained.

_I
I
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'VII . Reconmendations

Although the approach, used in this investigation is one

of the simplest ways 'of settilg up the, problem, obviously',

other ways might leal ,to better results. With the e:ception-

of the last two subsecti,ns, all of the followihg recommen-

dations discuss possible ways of improving .\the results of

this paper. The subsection "Numripal Methods" -treats pos-

sible ways of decreasing the ccrmapu,ter execute time necessary

for each gradient iteratiri, and he last subsection "'The

Control System" -treats a possible area of further' investiga-,

tion.,

Objective

As with 'all optimal control approache, ,there, are a

number of ways of setting up the problem. As, suggested by

Lasdoni Mitter, and: Waren (Ref' 7) end conditions can be

treated using penalty functions in the objective. Since it,

is. desired that x3 (tf). = 0) the objective can be written as

dt(26)

where R1 is a weighti, function,. Thus, the use of this

objective tencs to maxiiaiize the range while minimizing the

altitude at time tf. However, this approach is very sensi-

tive to the values used., for the final time tf and R1 . Of

course 'trial-and-error zethods would have to, be used to de-

termine reasonably good values f6r' tf, R1 , and R.

38
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A better objective would be

which tends to ma:imize range as well as altitude at final
F

time. This approach is less sensitive to final time.

Constraining C6nt-ol

The- problem of constraining the control can be handled

by introducing a fifths state and dropping the penalty inte-

gral teriw of'Eq (10). Since it is desired that ci 4 0<

then 'the 'fifth state equatioli can he

This keeps- the objective as simple as possible, but adds

another state varible and: adjoint state variable to the

problem. Again, '!brute force'" techniques will have, to be

used to determine R,.

Njthod -of Second Variatioh

A more sophisticated optimal computational scheme is

the second variation method- (Ref 9: 414). The conjugate

gradefit method essentially searches for the first order

effects of the control on the objective. BS considering

second order .effects; as well, the second variation method

converges much more rapidly than the conjugate gradient

method (Ref 7. 138). However, the second variatic- algo-

rithi, is much --iore complex and very sensiftive, to the initial-

39
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guess on control. (In general if the iiitial guess on con-

trol is not close to the optimal, the second, variation

method will diverge.) Of interest 'is) the use of the angle-

of-attack history obtained by this investigation as the

i~itial ,guess on control in the second variation method.

Two Control Variables

Another sophisticated approach is the use of the conju-

gate gradient meth6d, in solfving an optimal control problem

involving tw6 control variables, specifically the. angle of

attack and the thrust-vector angle. (The thrust-vector-,

angle is measured from, thr? x -axis of the missile to the

,thrust vector. In this paper the ihrust-vector angle is

zero for all time.) During thrusting, the gradient becomes

a 2 X 1 Vector and the conjugate gradient k-p&rameter be-

comes a 2 X 2 matrix. After thrusting, the problem simpli-

fies to a one-control-variable problem. NQst if not all of

the matrix subroutines needed to program this tw6-control-

variable approach are stored on the 'j044/709 4 computer

system library of the Digital Computation Center; WPAFB,

Ohio.

Interval Maximization

One major fault in the approach 1ed in this investiga-

tion is the tendenoy for the conjugate gradient method to

make li'ttle or no effort to iter-ate toward an optimal tra-

jectory in the region where time approaches the final time.

40
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Maximizing over smaller and smaller intervals of time seems

to be a way of solving tKis problem. First maximization is

attempted oVer the entire range of time (t0 , tf) as was done,

I in this paper. Then some time t1 is chosen where tI repre-
sent. the time beyond which the conjugate gradient method ap-

peared to fail. Next maximization is done over the interval
(t i , tf). Then a larger t1 is chosen sndmaximization is

repeated .over that smaller time interval.

Numerical Methods.,

As previously mentioned, a Set of Lpgrangian differen-

tiation formula's is used to calculate the approximations of

the derivatives of the data-. Using these formulas in the

computer program is soinefihat cumbersome and time consuming.

A more efficient .way is to use curve fits of the approxima-

'tions of the derivatives. However, curve fitting the. deriv-

'atives 'is a more delicate operation than curve, fitting the

given data points. (An effort to cu ve fit the approxima-

t.ions of the, derivatives with polynomials resulted in ciarve

fits that are not as accurate as those obtained in Chapter

III and-consequently, are not used In this presentation.,)

Judicious use of a combination of least square curve fits

sch- as the polyn6fai ad .. xponentia -may- result in

cu.rve fits, with satisfactory accuracy.

In this presentation the fourth order Runge.Kutta inte-

gration formula Eq (lA) is used'to integrate the -entire

miss-ile trajectory. ,Although very accurate and quite stable,

41
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this method is soniewhat cumbersome and time consuming.

.Other methods, such as the Adains-Bashforth predictor-correc-

tor method, can be just as accurate, but far less time con-

suming. The Runge-Kutta formula can be used to determine

the first four integration points and then a faster method

can be used to determine the succeeding points. Of course a

more sophisticated integrating subpro'gram is necessary, but

domputer execute time is reduced.

The Control Sstem

Onc'e the optima: engle-of-attack history has been -ob--

tained a further investigation, treats the. design of aL prac-

tical control system that flys the missile along the optimal

4trajectory. In designing such a control system, open or,

closed loop, soifie of the aspect.s that must be considered are

the desired acctracy, the weight of the control systemi the

space available on board the missile, the cost, the type of

controI ,systemi. the possible. use of other, control Variables

besides angle of attack, and' the fact that the system will

have to opcrate in real rather than standard atm6spheric

cohditions. Finally, one decision that must be made is

whether to, use classical, optimal, or stochastic cohtrol de-

sign techniques. All three have their own advahtages and

disadvantages.

4P
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Appendix A,

Computer Proarpm

r €The fIollowing computer program, written in ,Fpr-tran IV,

takes. on the average less than 0.5 minutes of execute time

(t .= 360; t = 5) to perform a conjugate gradient iteration

on the IBM 70114//094. II Direct Coupled Operating System of

the Di-ital Computation Division: Aeronautical Sys'tems Divi-

slon, ,Wright-Patterson IX-B, Ohio. The p'rogram, is composed,

of twelve subprograms:

(1) MAIN - performs the conjugate gradient algo-
rithm

(2) ~NEWCON - performs the-k-search, consequently
finding the nei guess on control' '

(3) GRADNT - computes the gradtent

(4) EQUAT -us-es the, Lagrangian formulas to differ-
entiate the aerodynamic data; contains
the state FAnd adjoint state differen-
tial equations

(5) FMAS - contains the equations for the ,mass of
the missile

(6) FTHRUS contains the equations of thrust

(7) FRHO - contains the equations approximating
atmospheric density

(8) FVS - contains the polyriomials approximating
the velocity of sound

(9) FCLA - contains the polynomials approximating
the C curve of the missile

(10), FCDO - contains the polynomials: approximating
the CDo curve of the missile

(3.) INTEG uses Runge-Kutta fourth order formula
to integrate the state and adjoint

a44
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state equations;, calculates the
objective

(12); PRICE - uses the expanded riznp;on integration
formula to Tihtegrate the pentlty
function

The Runge.,Kutti formula usedc is

where

Wx (la- + :>

'1f t-f + j+ k i

"The Simpson integration formula i~s

+ (2A)

where
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-. 1P(N F-041 0G T- V3
STO-m~cost

r ~~~CALL t'TE(T~X0~~
C OST%'K= COST
COST--STORE
1CALL Gr"ADMT CT l i~ X~ 4CONT R 4 DHOXi Y-
JPC-corT*LiT.CO5TX'(~ADTOTLCOTK GO TO 12

36 2t -Kzll 4NST;_P1

CALL i~T~ .. ~4 Cir)

28 DCOScT---DC0-.ST+DHDU,(K) *sw')
DO iNSTE M

L. -29 - cc NrTnc<C ONTR: K) D EL "S (i)-
rlIF (rcDC:TL.~O0 ~IIo GO TO. 30

'DTCOST :DCOST

30 A = 0EL

SUn0l'i"TONE GR ADNTiTIMEX'#4CON -Tr,.DHDOU)
COMilAO./TOO/ DT D.-E NSTEP NSTAT =AA, CosTTICNPXVSCT

01 ~ ~ ~ _T' SARE~C T( I4 M0 ,C0N'TtNU 00VST RG 7I1 00) HJC1

I F- IP(TM.si) o G4oaO ,
I (T !I aLc'oT I P=FRO

-X3=X(3 4,11IF GA VTY=-'~,b>l= 1c (2ogEX
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DO 2 I1ltNCTEP,t4

20 WR'T 1 "D 1
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SUSP0UTI NF EOUAT (TX 4DXDT *T I P11t '
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X L 11i C L.A*U*
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Do 2 (I,

I~F Ka~e2.A~ 4E~e~eX3ANDX~eLi6.4) VSE)H06O
IF(K'O..AN.4.4. T.X3-MDX3.T.6E4) GO, T 02
IF(KFO..AN~l-.LT>~3ANDxz.r~17~)-DVSD.0,

IF(;<EO*2* AND..EiLt IAD~3L.175 GO TO 2
I~KQe.*0X4.T 1 "a DC LCM 0.%, 0

I(K*-C-*3i .NXM.SLTi1.0)I 0-0. 2O

F'E-Ka 1Q.if4W)a X~vs Ll.s0.C i'') C DOD =0 0
1'F-:<.O.4;r~xM.T.06)SC TO 2

IF(CK i .LE.-2 L TA X = -1
-F(K GEs - DEL TA X = 0 '

-FACT 1,
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lF CK , F( a3)- Y-(-1' )=CL. AXTl
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DDXYE *-CY~-~6 d(3) "1 a.*Y -) + 1-0o*Y (5) +3.Y~ 1/ 12.*tiTAXJ
Z)D=tv-"X-'~- (Yt -6:Y.3.y(4-*41-2*(Li 7~.__rip
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Appendix B

'Ti, Dr., and Lift Coefficient Equations

- In Fig. iBJxB and, B are,

- the body axes of the ,mssilc.

L and -N are the "lift and nor-

. .mal force vectors, respec-

a,, - tively'; r@ and are Parasite

and induced drag, respectively.

Fig, lB. The L-' t and All -other drag componentri are
S Drag, X,'or Aeting on the
_141,' i S e assumed negligible.

From the d'agram it can be seen .that

if 04, i ; sna"L

F

and therefore,

D~ LA - -(2,B)

The total drag D can be written as

Subst.ituting Eq (2B) 'into -Eq (3B)

The nohdimensional ford, of -Eq, (4B) -is

- . - -0(

* C

-- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -



The )litt caoelicient can be writren as

w) er e CL is, the, trimed lif t curve slope at a given

HE- c4~h, kibei. Subs tituting Eq (6B) into, Eq, (53),

~ Ctc<I (7B3)

Nnr~r. that the use of an aerodynamic mornnt cquti-om is, not

n, 'oessaxy, s-ince aonly trimmid flight cond-Itions are used to

clef ine t"he lift and, drag -coelf icents.

lk

5F7A
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Appenrll.x -C

Lb~g rim~an Dif Cov~entiation FormullLs

-jAssume the -functior. F(c), co-n be r epresen~ted by the

ILagrangve interpolattion p-,Aynomil3. (Ref '06: 48)

-V 1

where r (4)tlA

-r-) arex sp(xxLc-X1 -6.ay *- a~t
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By differentiating Eq (C) t times, 'the r deri-vativc
of f-X) can- be approximated as

wh e isthe, gen~eral f-orr. of the Lagrangi an diferentiation

formula. with-±the. error term- negie ted-.. To- -obta-in the.Iiv
formulas, used in this§ paper,. set- r =,n-= 4. and x x

-(.=p,l1,..4)1 in Eq (3C-). 'These formulas are l.ocated in

..he "E4uatl" computer -subprogram (APpndix A)
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- Appendlix D-

-! Pd il Least Squares Curve Pit-tiiF

The Legendre's principle Of least squares: gi-ven%

exact ,or -equally relia' le -data-, assume that the best

approximqt.on of curve fitting is one for which the aggre-

-gate of -the squared error over the entire A1otaain is 2east

(Ref 5: 63).

The exact values of f(xe) are -known at discrete points

correspondlng to xo, x1 , ....x, over the interval (xo, Xm).

It is desired to approximate f (x) i-n. the form

Define the error r(x) as

k=O

If the a's are determined such: that'

=L 00 t~ -3D),

1s minimum, then the best approximation, in- the least

squares sense is obtained. 'The, minimum of R can be

___ -obtaned by ordinary al culus:

C.m
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(5D)

Eq (-5'D) represents the normal eqtations. Substituting the

a's obtained from -Eq (5D) into Eq (10) yields the fitted

pol.ynomial.

To increase the accur-acy of the curve fit, the range.

of the independent variable is normalized over -1 4 xi .- 1

by 6applyi~igpjEq -(6D)-,

?~a)- XQ(6D)

'N The following equation yiel:ds the coefficients associated

3 .with the unnormalized independent variable (Ref 5. 69)-.

17- . - -D

where -

s (V= '

--0

i,, : "XA

61
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